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1 1. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge on optical properties of broken�gap
heterostructures with InAs/GaSb or similar quantum
wells is of great importance because of intensive exper�
imental investigations on the application of these
structures for infrared laser generation. Cascade lasers
with multiple quantum wells have been proposed [1]
and realized experimentally [2–4]. The active region
of these devices can contain more than ten stages con�
sisting of InAs, GaSb, AlSb or other (for example,
GaInSb or AlInSb) thin layers. The narrow�gap InAs
and GaSb layers have two�dimensional electron and
hole levels between which the optical transitions
occur. The wide�gap AlSb (AlGaSb, AlInSb) tunnel�
ing barriers supply the transfer of the carriers through
the structure to achieve the population inversion
between the electronlike and hole�like levels and the
laser generation. It was shown that such a laser can
operate at temperatures up to 100 K [4].

In cascade lasers, the first electron�like level in the
InAs layer 1e is higher than the first heavy�hole�like
level 1hh in the GaSb layer [5, 6]. The separation
between them corresponds to the mid�infrared energy
range for the emitted photons. However, the situation
can be different for quantum wells with thicker InAs
and GaSb layers. Because of an overlap of the InAs
conduction band and the GaSb valence band, the 1e

1 The article is published in the original.

level can then be located below the 1hh level at the
zone center (with the carrier in�plane wave vector k|| =
0) [5]. The 1e and 1hh levels anticross and hybridize
for k|| ≠ 0, which has been observed experimentally [7,
8] and studied theoretically [5, 9–11]. Laser genera�
tion in such thicker structures with hybridized elec�
tron hole states has been also proposed [8]. In this
case, the optical transitions exist between the states of
the second electron�like subband 2e in the InAs layer
and the lower hybridized states. These hybridizations
can occur between two states (one electron state and
one heavy�hole state or one electron state and one
light�hole state). Also, three states (an electron state, a
heavy�hole state, and a light�hole state) can hybridize
[11].

The important feature of laser radiation is the
polarization of the emitted light, which depends
mainly on the optical anisotropy of broken�gap quan�
tum wells. Theoretical study showed a strong depen�
dence of the optical matrix elements and absorption
coefficients on the direction of light polarization in
type�I and type�II heterostructures [9, 10, 12–15].
This anisotropy is investigated here. We use the eight�
band k ⋅ p method and the Burt Foreman envelope
function theory with the lowest conduction band
states and the highest valence band states taken into
account exactly and the other states treated perturba�
tively. The highest valence band includes the heavy�
hole band, the light�hole band, and the split�off band
whose states can mix and hybridize with each other
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and with the conduction band states. We solve the
Schrödinger equation in the quantum well self�consis�
tently to include the effects of charge accumulation at
the contacts and the quantum well together with the
realistic potential distribution, lattice�mismatched
strain, and different symmetry�breaking mechanisms.
We study the optical anisotropy of absorption coeffi�
cients for light linearly polarized along the growth
direction [001] and in the plane of the structure along

the [11] and [ ] directions. We also consider in detail
the anisotropy of optical matrix elements for different
directions of the initial state in�plane wave vector
when the vector e of light polarization is along [001],

[11], or [ ] directions.

We outline the model used and the electron–hole
hybridization in Section 2. The absorption of light
polarized along the growth [001] direction (the z axis)
is considered in Section 3 and in the plane of the struc�
ture, in Section 4. The optical anisotropy of the
absorption coefficients is described in Section 5, and
the conclusions are given in Section 6.

11

11

2. HYBRIDIZATION ELECTRON
AND HOLE STATES

We study optical transitions in the InAs/GaSb
quantum well sandwiched by two AlSb wide�gap bar�
rier layers and two p�type GaSb contacts. In the struc�
ture with 10�nm InAs and 10�nm GaSb layers between
10�nm AlSb layers, the lowest electron�like level 1e at
the zero in�plane wave vector lies below the highest
hole level 1hh. The acceptor concentration in contact
layers is equal to 1018 cm–3. The subband dispersions
calculated self�consistently in this structure are shown
in Fig. 1. We use the eight�band Hamiltonian for the
region around the Γ point in the Brillouin zone,

(1)

which is listed in [12, 13] for the set of basis functions
S ↑, X↑, Y ↑, Z ↑, S ↓, X ↓, Y ↓, Z ↓.

The first block�diagonal matrix is the standard 8 × 8
Burt Foreman Hamiltonian for structures made of
zinc�blende materials, which neglects the spin�orbit
interaction, strain effects, and symmetry�breaking

mechanisms. The term  is the strain Hamiltonian
independent of the momentum components ki. The

matrix  describes the spin–orbit interaction of the

zeroth order in ki and the matrix  is for the spin–
orbit interaction in the strain Hamiltonian. This last
term is nonzero due to the bulk inversion asymmetry

(BIA). The quadratic�in�ki matrix  contains the
Kane B�parameter. It represents the second BIA term

in the total Hamiltonian (1). The term  is the inter�
face Hamiltonian (IH), which vanishes throughout
the structure except at the interfaces. The interface
Hamiltonian has a relativistic part (RIH) and a non�
relativistic part (NRIH). The Schrödinger equation
for this Hamiltonian is a matrix equation for the eight�
component envelope function Ψ, which is solved self�
consistently with the Poisson equation.

The levels of the three subbands, 1e, 1hh, and 2e,
are spin�split due to the spin orbit interaction, struc�
tural inversion asymmetry (SIA), BIA, and IH. These
symmetry�breaking mechanisms also result in consid�
erable anisotropy of dispersion curves for different
directions of the quasiparticle in�plane wave vector.
They change the selection rules for optical transitions
for the transitions caused by light linearly polarized
along the high�symmetry directions such as the [001]
growth direction, [10] and [01] directions in the plane
of the quantum well if the initial state in�plane wave
vector is also aligned with the high�symmetry direc�
tions ([10] or [01]) [12, 13]. As a result, the optical
matrix elements are nonzero for all the four possible
transitions between two spin�split subbands 1hh and 2e
(or 1e and 2e). We first consider the anisotropy of the
absorption of light polarized along the [001] direction
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Fig. 1. Energy levels in the InAs/GaSb quantum well
grown on GaSb along the [001] direction are shown by
solid curves. The Fermi level is shown by a dashed line. The
zero energy is set at the InAs conduction band edge near
the AlSb/InAs heterojunction.
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with respect to the k|| orientation and the resultant
absorption coefficients for different thicknesses of the
InAs layer and the GaSb layer of the quantum well.
The hybridization of the 1hh and 1e subbands originat�
ing from the anti�crossing shown in Fig. 1 produces a
substantial mixing of the electron and hole states,
which also affects the optical properties.

3. ABSORPTION OF LIGHT POLARIZED 
ALONG THE GROWTH DIRECTION

We demonstrate the appearance of originally for�
bidden transitions and the strong angular dependence
of the corresponding optical matrix elements M for
the 1hh–2e absorption of light polarized along the
[001] direction, which we choose as the z axis. To dis�
tinguish the spin�split branches of each subband in
the quantum well, we will assign the subscript “a” to
the lower branch near the zone center and the sub�
script “b” to the higher one. We present our results for
the normalized value of the optical matrix element,
which is given by

(2)

where m is the free electron mass. The matrix element
M is calculated with the transition operator defined as

(3)

where  is the velocity operator.
In Fig. 2, we show the squared absolute values of

normalized optical matrix elements  for the
1hhb–2ea, 1hha–2eb, 1hha–2ea, and 1hhb–2eb transi�
tions versus the angle φ between the [10] direction,
which we choose as the x axis, and k||. We set the value
of the in�plane wave vector equal to 0.1 nm–1.

The plots in Fig. 2a have been obtained neglecting
the IH, and the plots in Fig. 2b have been obtained
neglecting the NRIH only. The matrix elements in
Fig. 1c correspond to the total Haniiltonian. The four
types of transitions are permitted and their intensities
are substantial in each panel in Fig. 2. On the other
hand, the intensities of only two types of spin�preserv�
ing transitions are considerable if both the BIA and IH
are disregarded. Then the spin�flip transitions are for�
bidden for k|| along some high�symmetry direction such
as [10], [11]. If k|| is along a low�symmetry direction, for
example, [12], then the intensity of the warping�
induced spin�flip processes is negligibly small. Also, the
anisotropy of optical matrix elements with respect to
different directions of k|| is very weak. The BIA, RIH,
and NRIH produce strong qualitative changes of the
angular dependences of the optical matrix elements.
This is because of the mixing of spin�up and spin�down
states due to symmetry�breaking terms in the Hamilto�
nian and the transition operator.

The absorption coefficient J(�ω) of linearly polar�
ized light with photon energy �ω for the InAs/GaSb
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Fig. 2. The absolute value squared of the normalized opti�

cal matrix element  versus the angle φ for the 1hh–2e

transitions with k|| = 0.1 nm–1. The solid, dashed, dotted,
and dash�dotted curves respectively correspond to the
1hhb–2ea, 1hha–2eb, 1hha–2ea, and 1hhb–2eb transitions.
Light is polarized along the [001] direction.
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quantum wells with a 10�nm InAs layer and a 10�nm
GaSb layer is shown in Fig. 3 with the solid curve. We
have used the equation for the absorption coefficient
given in [16],

(4)

where �ω is the transition energy, c is the speed of
light, n is the refractive index, E0 is the electric field
amplitude in the wave, Wst(ω) is the transition rate
between the states of the s and t subbands, and ft, s are
the respective occupations of the initial and final
states.

The two peaks in this curve are due to the 1hh–2ea
and 1hh–2eb transitions around k|| = 0.1 nm–1, where
the 1hh states are occupied by electrons. The different
energies of these transitions are mainly due to the spin
splitting of the 2e states at k|| = 0.1 nm–1, because of the
small spin splitting of the 1hh states. Hence, the energy
separation of two peaks in the solid curve reflects the
spin splitting of the 2e subband. Dashed and dotted
curves in Fig. 3 were respectively calculated with the
NRIH and the total IH neglected. The absorption
plotted with the dash�dotted curve was derived disre�
garding the BIA and IH. In the latter case, the two
peaks of absorption in the solid curve vanish, because
the spin�flip transitions between the states of the 1hh
and 2e subbands are almost forbidden.

We now consider how our results change with the
InAs and GaSb layer thickness variation. In Fig. 4, we
show the absorption coefficients of light polarized
along the growth direction [001] for the structure with
a 10.5�nm InAs layer and a 10.5�nm GaSb layer (solid

J �ω( ) 2�ω

πncE0
2

������������ kx ky ft 1 fs–( )Wst ω( ),dd∫=

curve), and for the structure with a 9.5�nm InAs layer
and 9.5�nm GaSb layer (dashed curve). The first and
third absorption peaks for each InAs/GaSb quantum
well correspond to the two absorption peaks resulting
from the 1hh–2e transitions, as our calculations
showed. The separation between the peaks gives the
characteristic value of spin splitting of the 2e levels.
This spin splitting is about 4 meV for the structure with
the InAs and GaSb layer thickness 9.5 nm, 6 meV if
this thickness is 10 nm, and 8 meV if this thickness is
10.5 nm. We note that only the 1hh–2e and 1e–2e
transitions contribute to the absorption in the energy
interval considered for the dashed curve, while the
solid curve was obtained also taking the contributions
from the 2hh–2e and 1lh–2e transitions into account.
The absorption peaks caused by the 1hh–2e transi�
tions grow as the layer thickness decreases, because of
the increasing hybridization of 1e and 1hh states,
which become closer to each other in real space. Such
a hybridization results in increased intensities of the
originally forbidden spin�flip transitions from the
states of the 1hh subband.

4. ABSORPTION OF LIGHT POLARIZED
IN THE PLANE OF THE STRUCTURE

The optical matrix elements exhibit substantial
anisotropy with respect to different directions of light
polarizations in the plane of the quantum well e = e1

and e = e2. Figures 5 show the plots of the absolute val�
ues squared of normalized optical matrix elements

 for the 1hhb–2ea, 1hha–2eb, 1hha–2ea, and
1hhb–2eb transitions versus the angle φ for e1 along the

[11] direction and e2 along the [ ] direction, calcu�
lated with the BIA, RIH, NRIH symmetry�breaking
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Fig. 3. Absorption coefficient for the InAs/GaSb quantum
well with a 10�nm InAs layer and a 10�nm GaSb layer is
shown by the solid curve, obtained taking the SIA, BIA,
and IH into account. The dashed curve was calculated with
the NRIH neglected, the dotted curve was found with the
total IH neglected, and dash�dotted curve was obtained
with both the BIA and IH neglected. Light is polarized
along the [001] direction.
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Fig. 4. Absorption coefficients for the InAs/GaSb quan�
tum wells with 10.5�nm InAs (GaSb) layers (solid curve)
and 9.5�nm InAs (GaSb) layers (dashed curve). Light is
polarized along the [001] direction.
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Fig. 5. The absolute value squared of the normalized optical matrix element  versus the angle φ for the 1hh–2e transitions
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1hhb–2eb transitions. Light is polarized along the [11] (a) and [ ] (b) directions.
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mechanisms taken into account. The results for e = e1

obtained with BIA and IH neglected turn into those
for e = e2 by rotation through the angle π/2. Then
there is no lateral optical anisotropy of the absorption

coefficients, but there exists a considerable anisotropy
of optical matrix elements investigated previously [9].
This symmetry breaks when we add BIA in the upper
panels, BIA and the relativistic IH in the middle pan�
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els, and BIA and the total IH in the lower panels. The
symmetry of the system is C2v due to the SIA and BIA
or SIA and IH. In passing from the upper panel to the
lower panel in each figure, the optical matrix elements
exhibit unusual qualitative changes. The BIA and IH
reduce the mean values of M for light polarized along
the [11] direction and enhances them for light polar�

ization along the [ ] direction, resulting in a consid�
erable anisotropy of the absorption coefficients shown
in Fig. 6. Panels a and b in this figure are for the
absorption coefficient J1 and J2 corresponding to the

11

optical matrix elements in Figs. 5a and 5b. Many�
peaks in each panel in Fig. 6 originate from the overlap
of eight absorption curves for the transitions between
the spin�split hybridized 1e–1hh states and the spin�
split 2e states.

5. OPTICAL ANISOTROPY
OF ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS

A considerable difference between the absorption
coefficients J1(�ω) and J2(�ω) for different light
polarizations e = e1 and e = e2, can be expressed by a
value of polarization λ defined as

(5)

We show the calculated polarization versus the
transition energy in Fig. 7. When light is polarized
along the growth direction, the absorption coefficient
is much higher than those for light polarized in the
plane of the structure. This characteristic feature orig�
inates from the symmetry of wave functions of the
electron and hole states near the zone center. With the
mixing of the s�type conduction band wave functions
and p�type valence band wave functions neglected,
only the transitions from the electron�like states acti�
vated by light with e along the growth direction are
permitted. At k|| ≠ 0, the s�type and p�type wave func�
tions mix, resulting in the substantial absorption when
the polarization vector e lies in the plane of the struc�
ture. Then the spin–orbit interaction, SIA, and warp�
ing give rise to the anisotropy of optical matrix ele�
ments with respect to different directions of k||, but not
to the anisotropy of the absorption coefficients with
the rotation of e in the plane of the structure.

The BIA, RIH, and NRIH create the lateral optical
anisotropy of absorption [12–14, 17, 18]. The main
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Fig. 6. Absorption coefficients for the InAs/GaSb quantum well with a 10�nm InAs layer and a 10�nm GaSb layer. Light is polar�
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Fig. 7. Optical anisotropy for the quantum well with a 10�
nm InAs layer and a 10�nm GaSb layer calculated with the
total Hamiltonian. The solid curve represents the values of
λ obtained when we align e2 with the [001] direction and e1

with the [ ] direction. The dashed curve corresponds to
e1 along the [001] direction and e1 along the [11] direction.

Finally, when e2 is along the [ ] direction and e1 is along
the [11] direction, the results are represented by the dotted
curve.
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contribution to this effect in the considered broken�
gap quantum wells comes from the BIA terms in the
transition operator proportional to the material�
dependent Kane B�parameter [12]. These terms give
the interface�localized contribution to the optical
matrix elements and considerably modify the depen�
dences of absorption on the transition energy. As a
result, the obtained values of λ represented by the dot�
ted curve in Fig. 7 are very close to 100% if the light
polarization vector lies in the plane of the structure. If
e2 is along the growth direction, λ is also close to 100%
for e1 along the [11] direction.

6. SUMMARY

In summary, we have investigated the strong optical
anisotropy of broken�gap quantum wells of the
InAs/GaSb type with respect to different directions of
the light polarization vector e and to different direc�
tions of the initial�state in�plane wave vector k|| . The
optical transitions between the hybridized electron
hole states 1e–1hh and the states in the upper elec�
tron�like subband 2e have been considered. The

dependences of  on the angle between the [10]
direction in the plane of the structure and k|| exhibit
unusual qualitative changes when the BIA and IH are
taken into account, which activates the transitions that
were almost forbidden originally. These transitions
considerably enhance the absorption of light polarized

along the [001] growth direction and the [ ] direc�
tion in the plane of the structure. However, the absorp�
tion decreases for e along the [11] direction. This gives
rise to a nearly 100% optical anisotropy of the absorp�
tion coefficients when e rotates in the plane of the
quantum well or in the plane perpendicular to it.
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